holds for every pair (x,y)e A x A .
M.Kuczma and the present author have introduced In [2] some set classes relevant to the notion of convex function. In particular An is there defined to be the family of all sets T C R n such that every convex function upper-bounded on T is continuous. The question whether a subset T of R n is a member of Jtn is of interest and has been a subject of many papers (a survey of results and references are given in [?]). One of the classical results says that contains all sets in R n with positive inner n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. However, it is also well known that some sets of measure zero turn out to be members of Recently M.Kuczma has proved that the graph of an arbitrary nonlinear real valued and continuous function defined on an interval belongs to (M» theorem 2 R.Ger
4.2).
A simple counter-example is there also given ' to show that the assumption of nonlinearity is essential. The quoted result suggests the investigation which hypersurfaces in R n are members of Jtn. The purpose of the present paper is to give a partial answer to that question.
2.
We are gping to prove the following Theorem.
Every (n-1)-dimensional regular hypersurface H in R n , not contained in an (n-1)-dimensional hyper-1) plane, is a member of ,y?n, whenever n > 2 .
Proof: Since every k-dimensional regular hypersurface in R n , 1 ^ k <n, yields locally the graph of a map f: G -R n_k; where G is an open and connected subset of R k , we cian confine ourselves to the case of hypersurfaces being graphs. Thus we assume that
n-1 where G denotes an onen subset of R and f is a nonlinear real-valued function of class C , defined on G.
Let aQ be a point in G such that f is nonlinear in any neighbourhood of aQ. Without loss of generality we can assume that aQ = 0 as well as f(0) = 0 (cf. [4], theorem 1.2). Suppose that K(0,t) is an open ball centered at 0 with a radius t>0 such that 3 K(0,t) c G 2^ .
There exists a point x^e K{0,t)\{0} such that f'(0) •x1~ -f(x^) is different from zero (otherwise f would have to be linear). The continuity of the function
1) H is called to be a k-dimensional regular hypersurface in R n if every point of H has a neighbourhood (in the induced topology) diffeomorphic with an open set in R .
For A,B c R k and a., J3 -real numbers we write «A + J3B = {r e R* : x=«a+/3b, a^A, b e B }, .
k Similarly («,/3) axe R : x = ya , y-e («,j8)| , aeR.
Note on convex functions 3 implies the existence of a <5*^ > 0 such that g(x) ^ 0 for xeK(x^, (5^) <z K(0,t) whereas 0 $ cl K(x^, 6"^) .
The case where there exists a point xeK(0,e)\{0} such that f is linear in a neighbourhood of x will be considered separately. Now we can assume that f is nonlinear in any neighbourhood of any point xeK(0,e). Then there exist a <5 > 0 and a point x Q such that K (x Q , cS") c K(x^, S^) and f' (x) f' (0) for xeK(x Q , &). Finally, for every x from K(x Q , 6) the following conditions are satisfied:
f is nonlinear in any neighbourhood of x. Let us denote by y the function x -~(x,f(x)), xeG,and put U = y(K(x 0 , <?)) . Evidently R n 9 0 = y (0) £ f (cl K(x q , d)) .
Moreover, (iii) implies that U is not contained in any (n-1)--dimensional hyperplane. Thus we are able to construct the "cone" S with the vertex 0 =y(0) and the "base" II, i.e. the set
The interior of S is non-void in the topology of R n . Now,we are going to show that 
However this is impossible, since in virtue of the differentiability of f at a and 0 respectively, letting x tend to a 1) and hence the image of K(a,?) by ^ must contain  an open interval {<x,j3) c (0,1) . Let us take an arbitraiy point xeK = A~1 ((«,£)) and put y(x) = 2Mx) By the same argument as in the previous case we derive the existence of a nonconstant continuous function "X which allows us to show that the "cone" with the vertex y(z Q ) and the "base" y^K(x t 9)) (having the non-void interior in the topology of R n ) is contained in Q(H). Thus Q(H) , and hence H, belongs to which was to be proved.
It should be observed that our theorem does not contain the theorem from [4] as a particular casé,as we require stronger regularity assumptions.
